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Meta List of parallel and hanging sentences in English Instead of being stuck in one single complex sentence and
showing your limited knowledge in English, use the ability of a noun phrase to combine a variety of subject-verb
patterns and construct variations in English using one single simple sentence. Comparisons in English Instead of
saying “Donald Trump is more intelligent than Obama.” and being tied with a double negative or an awkward
modifier, use the comparative form of “more intelligent” and the comparative form of “less intelligent” to decrease
or increase the power of your opinion: “Donald Trump is more intelligent than Obama.” and “Donald Trump is less
intelligent than Obama.” Translations in English Instead of translating your words directly from your native
language to English, use the ability of a noun phrase to combine a variety of subject-verb patterns and construct
variations in English using one single simple sentence. How to use the verb “to be” in English Use the verb “to be”
in English to compare two or more things or descriptions. It is not compulsory to use an adjective to describe
something you want to compare. Instead you can use the comparative form of “less” or “more” to compare two or
more things or describe comparisons: “Her eyes are larger than his eyes”. How to compare the sizes of two or
more things You can compare the sizes of two or more things or descriptions by using the comparative form of
“larger”, “smaller”, “less”, or “more”. Instead of saying “her eyes are bigger than his”, you can say “her eyes are
bigger than his” instead. You can also say “her eyes are shorter than his” instead of “his eyes are shorter than
her”: “Donald Trump and Obama are taller than John Kasich.” Comparisons of three or more things You can
compare the sizes of three or more things by using the comparative forms of “larger”, “smaller”, “less”, or “more”.
Instead of saying “he has five eyes, and his eyes are bigger than my eyes”, you can say “he has five eyes, and his
eyes are bigger
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